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Abstract. In order to achieve up to 1 Gb/s peak data rate in future IMT-Advanced
mobile systems, carrier aggregation technology is introduced by the 3GPP to support
very-high-data-rate transmissions over wide frequency bandwidths (e.g., up to 100 MHz)
in its new LTE-Advanced standards. This article first gives a brief review of continuous
and non-continuous CA techniques, followed by two data aggregation schemes in
physical and medium access control layers. Some technical challenges for implementing
CA technique in LTE-Advanced systems, with the requirements of backward
compatibility to LTE systems, are highlighted and discussed. Possible technical solutions
for the asymmetric CA problem, control signaling design, handover control, and guard
band setting are reviewed. Simulation results show Doppler frequency shift has only
limited impact on data transmission performance over wide frequency bands in a highspeed mobile environment when the component carriers are time synchronized. The
frequency aliasing will generate much more interference between adjacent component
carriers and therefore greatly degrades the bit error rate performance of downlink data
transmissions.

1.

Introduction

In order to meet the strong demand for wireless broadband services from
fast-growing mobile users, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has
initiated the standardization process of the next-generation mobile
communication systems, entitled IMT-Advanced or fourth-generation (4G)
mobile systems [1]. According to the performance and technical requirements
defined in [2], future IMT-Advanced systems can support very high peak data
rates for mobile users, up to 1 Gb/s in static and pedestrian environments, and up
to 100 Mb/s in high-speed mobile environment. Two international
standardization organizations, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
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and IEEE 802.16 Working Group (WG), are actively developing new mobile
communication standards for achieving the ambitious performance goals of IMTAdvanced mobile systems [2]. In particular, 3GPP has completed its Long Term
Evolution (LTE) standards family Release 8 (R8), which defines and specifies
new functions, characteristics and key technologies for beyond 3G (B3G) mobile
systems. The LTE standards will be further improved to become the LTEAdvanced standards, which will be submitted to the ITU as candidate technical
standards for IMT-Advanced systems. The IEEE 802.16 WG is developing an
extension of its fixed broadband wireless access standard, called 802.16m, to
meet the technical and performance requirements of IMT-Advanced. 3GPP LTEAdvanced standards should be backward compatible with the corresponding LTE
systems, but more important, they should fully meet, even exceed, the
comprehensive requirements of the ITU‟s IMT-Advanced systems on peak data
rates, transmission bandwidth, peak/average spectrum efficiency, delay
performance in control and user planes, and mobility. Multi-antenna transmission
techniques can effectively improve both downlink and uplink transmission
performance. In LTE standards up to four antennas can be deployed on a base
station (BS). When the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for every
path (between one antenna and user equipment [UE]) is sufficiently good, at most
four parallel data streams can be multiplexed for simultaneous transmission, thus
achieving much higher transmission data rates. To better support multiplexing
transmission and expand the coverage of high-data-rate services, coordinated
multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP) techniques can be used to improve
the SINR at UE. The basic principle of CoMP is to coordinate multiple
geographically distributed BSs (antennas) to serve UE more efficiently.
Depending on a UE unit‟s capability of measuring and returning the channel
status information between itself and multiple BSs (antennas), three types of
coordination schemes have been proposed for high-data-rate downlink
transmission. First, the uplink signals from the UE are measured by the BSs in its
vicinity and used as references to estimate the downlink channel conditions from
multiple antennas to the UE. A central baseband processing unit will then
coordinate a group of suitable antennas to work together for the intended UE. In
this scheme the UE is only passively involved in the antenna selection process,
and those antennas selected appear transparent to it. Second, the UE measures
and returns the downlink channels‟ status from all visible BSs (antennas). Based
on this feedback information and the UE‟s uplink reference signals, a central
baseband processing unit chooses, coordinates, and configures multiple antennas
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with suitable transmission parameters to minimize interference and achieve the
targeted downlink performance. In this scheme the UE is required to provide
downlink channel status information for antenna selection, but it does not know
the exact antennas that are selected or their transmission configurations. Third,
based on the second scheme, the UE is provided with sufficient information
about downlink coordinated multi-antenna transmission, so it can perform
effective signal processing of multiple received signals. In practice, multi-antenna
techniques cannot continuously increase transmission performance, because the
constraints on terminal size, complexity, and cost limit the number of antennas
that can be installed on a UE unit. In order to achieve the performance
requirements of IMT-Advanced systems, carrier aggregation (CA) has been
recently proposed in [3] to aggregate two or more component carriers for
supporting high-data-rate transmission over a wide bandwidth (i.e., up to 100
MHz for a single UE unit), while preserving backward compatibility to legacy
systems. This article aims to review and analyze the key challenges of realizing
CA techniques in future LTE-Advanced mobile systems. Two types of CA and
data aggregation schemes are introduced in the next section. Then some technical
challenges, such as asymmetric CA, control signaling design, handover control,
guard band setting, Doppler shift, and interference, are investigated and
discussed. The final section concludes this article.

2.

CA Types

Two types of CA techniques have been proposed for the LTE-Advanced
mobile systems:
• Continuous CA when multiple available component carriers are adjacent to
each other
• Non-continuous CA when multiple available component carriers are
separated along the frequency band
In both cases multiple LTE/component carriers are aggregated to serve a
single unit of LTE Advanced UE. Regarding UE complexity, cost, capability, and
power consumption, it is easier to implement continuous CA without making
many changes to the physical layer structure of LTE systems. It is possible to use
a single fast Fourier transform (FFT) module and a single radio frequency (RF)
component to achieve continuous CA for an LTE-Advanced UE unit, while
providing backward compatibility to the LTE systems. In addition, compared to
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non-continuous CA, it is easier to implement resource allocation and
management algorithms for continuous CA.
According to the existing spectrum allocation policies and the fact that the
spectrum resource in the low frequency band(< 4 GHz) is scarce, it is difficult to
allocate continuous 100 MHz bandwidth for a mobile network. Therefore, the
noncontinuous CA technique provides a practical approach to enable mobile
network operators to fully utilize their current spectrum resources, including the
unused scattered frequency bands and those already allocated for some legacy
systems, such as GSM and 3G systems. In fact, the candidate frequency bands
proposed at World Radio Conference 2007(WRC 07) for IMTAdvanced system
are non-continuous, and some of them are less than 100 MHz. But obviously, for
non-continuous CA, the deployment of multiple RF receiving units and multiple
FFTs is unavoidable in LTE-Advanced UE. Since non-continuous CA supports
data transmissions over multiple separated carriers across a large frequency
range, the radio channel characteristics and transmission performance, such as
propagation path loss and Doppler shift, vary a lot at different frequency bands,
and should be fully evaluated and considered in the design of aggregation
algorithms. Figure 2 shows the propagation path loss over the frequency range
from 500 to 3000 MHz. In order to support broadband data transmission under
the non-continuous CA approach, multidimensional resource allocation and
management schemes should be developed and implemented to adaptively adjust
transmission power, modulation, and coding schemes for different component
carriers. The joint multiple component carrier resource allocation and adaptive
adjustment should be implemented in non-continuous CA. For example, for the
situation of the enhanced NodeB (eNB) in an LTE-Advanced system with fixed
transmitting power on each component carrier, the effective coverage or
supportable modulation and coding schemes of each component carrier are
different. The available radio resource of a cell in an LTEAdvanced system
reveals a hierarchical structure characteristic in terms of each component carrier.
Generally speaking, a lower-frequency component carrier can provide larger
service coverage, and is more suitable for supporting high order modulation and
coding schemes.
Compared to the physical-layer scheme, the transmission parameters are
configured independently for each component carrier under the MAC layer data
aggregation scheme. So the latter can support more flexible and efficient data
transmissions in both uplink and downlink, at the expense of multiple control
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channels. In this way backward compatibility is guaranteed, since the same
physical layer and MAC layer configuration parameters and schemes for the LTE
systems can be used in future LTE-Advanced systems.

3.

Technical Challenges

3.1 Asymmetric CA
Due to asymmetric data traffic in uplink and downlink channels, asymmetric
CAs should be supported in two transmission directions; that is, the numbers of
aggregated component carriers in two directions can be different, thus improving
spectrum efficiency in LTE-Advanced systems. However, asymmetric CA will
cause ambiguity in downlink component carrier selection, because it is difficult
for an LTEAdvanced eNB to know the component carrier to which UE anchors in
downlink during the random access process. As a result, the eNB cannot transmit
the random access response to the UE without identifying the exact component
carriers selected by the UE for the downlink.
So far, there are three schemes proposed for solving this problem [4]. The
first scheme is to configure a physical random access channel (PRACH) on each
component carrier with different parameters. The second scheme is to configure
all the downlink component carriers with the same PRACH parameters. The third
scheme uses only one downlink component carrier to bear the control channels
relevant to the random access process.

4.

Control Signaling Design

The design and deployment of control signaling channels for multiple
component carriers are crucial for efficient data transmission control and the
overall system performance. In general, there are three different approaches for
control channel deployment [5]. First, with a minor modification of the control
structure in LTE systems, each component carrier can have its own coded control
channel. Second, the control channels of different component carriers can be
jointly coded and deployed in a dedicated component carrier.
5.

Handover Control

When a CA technique is used for IMT-Advanced UE, it is very important to
support transmission continuity during the handover procedure across multiple
cells. Since the channel conditions of two (or more) adjacent cells (eNBs) may be
completely different for the specific UE, it is very challenging for the next eNB
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to guarantee the reservation of sufficient system resources (i.e., component
carriers with good transmission quality) for the incoming UE with specific CA
configurations and quality of service (QoS) requirements. A simple solution
requiring the UE to measure the performance of only one component carrier in
each adjacent cell is proposed in [6], which offers similar measurement delay,
complexity, and energy consumption as that in LTE systems.

6.

Guard Band Setting

For non-continuous CA, component carriers are usually separated by
sufficient bandwidth, so the interference between them is negligible. But there are
still frequency bands of other systems adjacent to each component carrier of LTE
Advanced systems. In the high-speed mobile environment, large Doppler
frequency shift will affect the orthogonality between adjacent frequency bands
and cause interference between them. Therefore, for both continuous and
noncontinuous CA, the guard band setting for a component carrier should be
carefully set to suppress this self-interference or intersystem interference, while
maintaining high spectrum efficiency in data transmission. According to the LTE
technical specification [7], 10 percent of the total system bandwidth should be
allocated to set the guard bands between adjacent component carriers. With this
assumption for continuous CA with three adjacent component carriers, we
evaluate via extensive computer simulations the impact of Doppler frequency
shift on bit error rate (BER) performance under different modulation schemes for
downlink data transmission scenarios with and without guard band. Due to the
existence of component carriers with diverse bandwidth, the bandwidth of the
component carrier for interference evaluation is set to be 2 MHz. When only the
Doppler frequency shift is considered in a high-speed mobile environment, guard
band setting does not have an obvious impact on the BER performance under
different modulation schemes. It is because the Doppler frequency shift is so
small for the scenario in which the component carrier is in 2 GHz and UE speed
is 120 km/h when compared to the bandwidth of the component carrier.

7.

Conclusions

This article gives an overview of CA technology for supporting very-highdata-rate communications in future IMT-Advanced mobile systems. Continuous
and non-continuous CAs, and two data aggregation schemes are reviewed and
compared. Some technical challenges on asymmetric CA, control signaling
design, handover control, and guard band setting, as well as possible solutions,
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for implementing CA technologies in real mobile systems are discussed. Future
research topics include interference management for higher frequency bands
(e.g., above 3 GHz) and coordinated multipoint CA for resource allocation across
multiple cells.
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